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DAM POWER TROUT BAG                
PROFESSIONAL

A professional bag that is equipped with a special divider pocket 
for trout paste tubs, six tackle boxes (four boxes 27 x 18 x 4 cm, 
two boxes 20 x 13 x 4 cm), a document pouch, and many oth-
er compartments. The unique rigid Space® frame construction 
makes sure that when one tackle box is taken out of the bag, that 
bag remains rigid and standing up right! 

 ¡ Material: 600D polyester (100%) 

DAM POWER TROUT BAG COMPACT

Compact bag for the modern, mobile trout angler. With in total 
seven compartments, 3 tackle boxes (35 x 22 x 5 cm), and a special 
divider compartment for trout paste, it offers more than enough 
space for a long session for trout.

 ¡ Material: 600D polyester (100%) 

DAM PUT & TAKE BUDDY

Sensational hard frame bag for trout anglers. The basis is a metal 
table of 50 x 30 cm with four telescopic aluminium legs, which 
can be separated by a round going zipper and gives sta-
bility to the whole construction. Inside there are three well 
fitting and removable units, one containing six small plastic tubs. 
There is also a clever rig board of foam, a foldable unit containing 
three removable plastic boxes for hooks and swivels, and 2 x 10 
fixing loops for floats. The bag is completed by two big outer zip 
pockets, a moulded grip part, and a neoprene padded adjustable 
shoulder strap. Measurements (folded): 52 x 32 x 20 cm. Maxi-
mum measurements (with legs fully extended): 52 x 32 x 42 cm. 
Weight empty: 3,7kg.

 ¡ Material: 600D polyester (100%) 

DAM PTS TREMARELLA WALLET

An ideal wallet to stow away valuable and at the same time sensi-
tive items like glass weights, sbirolinos, bombardas, and 
floats of any kind. The big amount of different size elastic 
fixation bands, make it a very practical wallet in which all 
items are securely transported.

 ¡ Material: 600D polyester (100%)

8351 011 DAM PTS BAG PROFESSIONAL 1/1/2 45 x 40 x 30 cm

8351 013 PTS PUT & TAKE BUDDY 1/1/4

8351 015 PTS TREMARELLA WALLET 1/1/40 34 x 25 x 8 cm

8351 012 DAM PTS BAG COMPACT 1/1/2 45 x 30 x 25 cm




